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The CAS Vision: Transformative Concepts that are –
CAS	Activity
Rapidly Executed
What’s a Feasibility Assessment and how is it different than a technology demonstration effort?
• Feasibility Assessment is Technology Evaluation
based on extensive investigation and research to support the process of decision making. 
Short Term (0.5-2.5 yrs), rapid “build-measure-learn” - assess feasibility and move on
– Understand where the concept works and where it does not
– Understand the concept’s broader applicability 
– Push the boundaries of concept effectiveness (even taking the concept to failure)
Such as determine: When, How, and To What Extent, … to Use the Concept
– Consider important real-world “ilities” – e.g. Maintainability, Community Acceptability, 
Fly-ability, Cost, Interoperability, etc.
– Not to suggest that all “ilities” will be considered, but identify the most important
challenges and have them inform the feasibility approach
• A successful feasibility assessment may determine that the concept doesn’t work
CAS is Focused on Rapid Feasibility Assessment
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Projected CAS FY18 Project Portfolio
































Q4 1 2 3 4 5 6 ARC AFRC		 GRC				 LARC		
FY18	(Round 3)	New	Start	Sub-Projects
ATTRACTOR F F M,F x x X
AAAVA N,F N,F x X
QT M M M X x
FY17	(Round2)	Sub-Projects
LION A A X x x
SAW A A X x x
FUELEAP A A x x X
CAMIEM A M,	F x X x
CLAS-ACT M,	F M,F F x x X x
FY16	(Round1)	Sub-Projects
Learn2Fly F F F x x X
Digital	Twin M N,M x X
MADCAT F X x
AOS4UAV F X x
M-SHELLS M,F M,F x X x
HVHEP M,F M,F x X x
Pre-Selected	(Round0)	Sub-Projects
DELIVER N M X x x




































































































CAS Activities coming after this presentation
Activity
Round 1	(2016) Digital	Twin














































































CAS Project Organization [FY17]
Execution Manager: Debbie Martínez
Transition Manager: Peggy Cornell
Business Lead: Christina Morris
Scheduler: Donna Gilchrist
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